Update on ESG trends and practices
Key take-aways of INDEFI’s latest market research
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Several market researches have been published by INDEFI in 2019

Implementing the TCFD
recommendations in private
equity

PRI in Person, 9 September 2019

• Total market size of €15.1tn
• 205 asset owners
• 9 European regions
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• Global project
• 26 interviews with LPs & GPs
• 95 PRI signatory reports
analysed
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Five ESG investment drivers
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Sources: interviews, INDEFI analyses.
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More than half of European institutional assets are covered by one or
several ESG investment practice(s)
Sizing ESG investment in Europe (€tn)
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53% in
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assets**

Total
institutional
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Exclusions* Integration

Stewardship

Impact
investing

Climate
strategy

Notes: (*) The exclusion of controversial weapons is a regulatory imperative and is therefore not taken into account in our analysis; (**) All assets covered by at least one ESG practice.
Sources: interviews; INDEFI analyses.
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1 Integration & stewardship in private assets: from ESG to sustainability
IMPACT
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Sources: INDEFI analyses.
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Climate change in private assets: what do LPs expect from GPs?

What LPs expect

What LPs do not expect

1

Knowledge and awareness

1

Complex methodologies

2

Transparent processes

2

Metrics without meaning

3

Clear strategic climate thinking

3

Dramatic shifts in investment
strategy

4

Concrete action plans

4

Greenwashing

Sources: interviews, INDEFI analyses.
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Impact and private assets: a €83 bn opportunity, with strong growth perspective

33% of
disclosing
asset owners
mention
SDGs

49% of disclosing
asset owners have
impact
investments

Other
Green bonds

€195bn
1
49
(25%)

Thematic
investments*

63
(32%)

Private assets

83
(42%)

Impact investments
(€bn)

Note: (*) Listed asset classes.
Sources: interviews, INDEFI analyses.
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Key takeaways for private asset managers
Private assets are ideal asset classes to
address sustainability challenges
• Long term view
• Finance the “real economy”
• Naturally suited for impact investing
• Strong influence on companies /
projects

Growing allocations on private assets

LPs’ demands keep increasing
• ESG reporting & compliance is no
longer enough
• Strong ESG integration & stewardship
is a pre-requisite.
‒ Link with investment strategy is a
differentiator (“sustainability”)
• Innovations are expected on climate
and on impact issues

Stronger competition on ESG

Sources: INDEFI analyses.
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How to spot genuine ESG integration? An investor’s views

Emmanuel Parmentier
Partner, ESG Advisory
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Silva Deželan
Sustainability Director, Robeco PE
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INDEFI

INDEFI is a strategy advisor for the investment management business in Europe.

We help the world’s leading asset managers shape their development strategies, navigate the shifts in the investment
landscape and build sustainable competitive advantage. Our scope of expertise spans public and private markets,
including infrastructure, private debt and equity, and real estate.
We serve our clients with unparalleled knowledge of the asset management industry. Our deep understanding of the
complex environment in which they operate enables us to provide actionable insights and help create lasting value
through improved performance.
INDEFI’s strategy advisory activities rely on proprietary data sourced by our dedicated market research business unit.
INDEFI Market Research has more than 15 years of experience in providing market intelligence services to third-party
asset managers. INDEFI is also a pioneer of ESG advisory for principal investors in public and private markets.
Operating out of London, Paris and Zurich, INDEFI has a team of 45 dedicated consultants with seasoned experience
of the asset management industry.
For any further information, please feel free to contact:
Emmanuel PARMENTIER
Partner
emmanuel.parmentier@indefi.com
+33 (0)1 56 88 34 74
+33 (0)6 99 02 36 25
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INDEFI
30, rue la Boétie
75008 Paris
France
www.indefi.com

